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Well ladies and gentlemen, the recent national race from Falaise saw the completion of the national 

race programme for 2014 and it seemed only fitting that we ended it with a bit of high drama and a 

potential cliff hanger-  would we get a race from France or not. The weather has led us a merry 

dance this season and especially in the latter part of the season we have had situations when the 

convoy have had protracted time spent in the baskets, we experienced this at Tarbes and again at 

Falaise. So, what have we learned from these experiences then? I think first and foremost we do not 

need to worry about the care of the birds when they are on the lorry as they are in the care of  a 

skilled and dedicated team led by Trevor Cracknell. At both Tarbes and Falaise members were 

recording arrivals at all corners of the club’s radius and the birds were getting up in to the far 

reaches to the further flying members in Sections L and K, a clear indication of the condition of the 

birds when they were liberated, and this was further confirmed when speaking to members 

afterwards who were full of praise for the race team.  

This praise was most marked following the Falaise race and I think it is a reflection of concerns that 

members had due to the events leading up to the eventual liberation on the Tuesday following the 

Thursday basketing. The convoy was really up against it at Fougeres and a persistent band of 

weather was being held in place due to the easterly winds which were failing to clear it ahead of the 

birds. The decision was made to pull back to Carentan after having made contact with the site agent 

for a possible liberation, but as we all now know due to the site being used on the Monday for HGV 

lorry tests and with no liberation on Sunday it was up sticks again and the birds were brought to 

Falaise for a liberation which we finally got on the Tuesday morning. 

Those of you who are fans of the social media platforms dedicated to pigeon racing will know that a 

mild panic was starting to set in amongst fanciers, helped immensely by the opinions and comments 

of a few people who had no birds on the lorry. The consensus was that we would be in for a very 

difficult race because of the birds being moved about, but we must never lose sight of the fact that 

the birds were being well cared for and we would be giving them plenty of rest when they were 

moved. Admittedly, moving the birds twice was not ideal preparation in the lead up to liberation but 

it was done with the best interests of the birds in mind and was necessary if we were to get a race. I 

think we forget how resilient pigeons are and when they are unwrapped from the cotton wool some 

fanciers like to use on them they can survive and thrive and when done with care moving pigeons 

will not upset or unsettle them. Speaking to fanciers after the race they were magnanimous in their 

praise of the conditions that the birds arrived home in and some admitted to being surprised at just 

how well the birds looked and handled. 

So anyway, with lots of homework done over the 5 days the birds were in a basket, our race 

controller Paul Clements and his team gave the nod for the strings to be cut and the combined 

convoy of both old and young birds were up and on their way home in a light NE wind that would 

settle in to a more easterly direction en route. After 5 long days of waiting we had a race! 

 



 

Mike holding Rocky’s Gem, 1st Open Y/B Falaise 

After the nightmare of waiting for a liberation it seems fitting that we have a fairy tale ending! The 

winning young bird proved to be made of stern stuff and held its line pretty well to drop in to the 

Southampton lofts of Mike Whitcombe  and in the process gained for him a 1st National  and 1st 

section B in his first ever national race… the stuff of dreams. The winning bird is a flirty little lady 

who is paired to Mike and is always chasing him around the garden and loft looking for attention!!! 

In fact when she dropped in from the race she tried to land on his hand whilst he was shaking the 

corn tin. She has now been called Rocky’s Gem after Mike’s uncle. She is a Van Loon bred from a hen 

he received from his good friend Ian Johnston. This hen has to date produced 12 x 1st prize winners  

and a national winner in a very short period of time. Mike has recently started flying on his own after 

having raced in partnership with his dad since he was 9 years old but at last the time came for the 

stabilisers to come off and for Mike to go it alone. It is clear from the results achieved to date that he 

has learned well and his apprenticeship was time well spent.  

Mike has had a lot of confidence in the birds and his young bird team in particular have been flying 

well all season and haven’t put a foot wrong. It would seem that Mike’s confidence is well placed as 

in the 2 weeks leading up to the national the birds have been flying well as a team and in fact the 

week prior to basketing  they took the top 10 in the club from Exeter and were 2nd Federation by a 

yard so the condition was there. He also scored 11th section and open in the classic race from 

Guernsey on that same weekend.  

Mike works hard at pigeon racing and firmly believes that you only get out what you put in and after 

this latest result he feels that the early rises and late finishes are worth it. He races in the Wiltshire 

Fed, with the thinking being that the birds have to think a bit as they are not all in a cavalry charge in 

to a tight area; he likes them to have to use their brains and develop their abilities for themselves. 

The birds are fed a basic widowhood mix and they are never kept short, always having enough fuel 

in the tank for the task being asked of them. Mike struck me as a fancier who questions things and is 

always thinking about what he is doing with the birds and why he is doing it, and what he wants to 



achieve etc. To this end he would like to thank Ian Johnston, Tony Warham, Jason Ross and Dave 

Robson for putting up with the constant phone calls at any hour of the day to talk about pigeons. 

Mike had 7 from his 10 entries when I spoke to him and he said the birds were in A1 condition and 

would like to thank the team responsible for their care. On a final note, I think that Mike might be 

the first fancier in Southampton to win the young bird national. Does anyone know any different? 

Claiming the bridesmaid spot in both the open and Section B we have the Isle of Wight loft of EV 

Churches. Mr Churches clocked a little blue pied hen from his tried and tested family that is based 

on birds gifted from two club mates and tested in the basket. The fanciers on the island have it all to 

do to get birds fit for racing, and especially young birds as it is very expensive and time consuming to 

train off the island. This makes it all the more impressive to score the position that this young hen 

achieved. She clearly had an incentive to get home  and be up with the lead bunch, and as it turns 

out she was paired up to another young hen and they were showing to each other in the run up to 

basketing and this has kept her occupied during the time in the basket. The young hen had most of 

the races in the East Cowes Invitation club and would have been through to at least Exeter  before 

being sent off to the young bird national. 

 

Eamon Kelly, 1st Section F 

Topping Section F again this season and claiming a very good 3rd Open we have the former King’s 

Cup winning loft of Lloyd and Kelly. Eamon clocked a young Van Lint cock bred by Dean Pallet, who 

also bred his Section topper in the young bird race last year. This year’s section topper was raced on 

darkness and threw his second flight in the basket. He had been paired up but was split after the 

Classic from Guernsey, and on the morning of basketing Eamon put a few nest bowls in the young 

cocks’ section but not enough for all of them. This winning bird was fighting over the next bowl with 

another young cock when he was popped in to the basket to go off to the national. He was clearly 

fancied as he was as all pooler and on the day he didn’t let Eamon down. Eamon would like to 

congratulate all the section winners and Mike Whitcombe the national winner and would like to 

especially congratulate the members who timed in arrivals up in to the top end of the club on what 

wasn’t an easy day. Eamon was delighted with how his pigeons came and the condition that they 

were in and in fact Eric Ilsley was there to witness the first birds and he commented on the condition 



that the birds showed. On the subject of birds being in the basket for a few days and the concerns 

that people had about the conditions of their birds when in the basket, Eamon is of the opinion that 

many fanciers don’t understand just how well pigeons can perform even when we don’t think they 

are in the best feather or racing in ideal conditions. He has been to the one loft race in South Africa 

on a few occasions and has helped basket birds for the final race and has witnessed first hand birds 

being basketed in a feather condition that you would not send them training in. Yet these same birds 

are up with the leaders after having had to ensure extreme heat and storms en route back to the 

loft, so in other words we should have greater faith in the abilities of the birds . 

The Lloyd and Kelly loft has been at the top for decades and this year it has continued, with the loft 

having won the section 6 times in national and classic competition. To show the quality of the home 

bred birds, they were runner up for ace bird in the recent RPRA one loft competition and 3rd open in 

both the Portugese one loft race and The French Young bird Derby competing against the best lofts 

in Europe and further afield. Eamon is a keen competitor in One Loft races and is in a syndicate with 

Paul Smith and Josh Reilly and they seem to be doing well at it. 

Eamon would like to thank everyone who has helped out on each national marking day at Steventon, 

as these people give freely of their time and ensure a smooth process for the members who send 

through the marking station including all the markers and loaders. In particular he would like to 

thank Jill Webber and both John and Janet Crawford. On the three occasions I helped at the marking 

this year I worked alongside Ron Ball who was unflappable and always got the job done. Ron is a top 

bloke and is very well thought of by anyone who meets him and especially the fanciers who put their 

birds in his care at the marking station. He has been unwell lately and is currently at home trying to 

rest up  and recovering from surgery. Ron, you were sorely missed at the young bird marking and we 

all wish you a speedy and successful recovery.  

 

 

 

 

John and Dave Staddon with Rob Wilton 



Following on from a fine run of form in the Saintes national we have John and David Staddon of 

Evercreech in sunny Somerset winning 1st Section G and 4th Open. Dave has kindly sent me the 

following information on their most recent top performer. “Firstly we'd like to congratulate the 

winner Mr Whitcombe on his victory and all section winners from this very tough young bird 

national, especially the Junction Cafe breakfast crew Gary & Prilly Hodges 1st Section C & Rob 

Wilton 2nd section G and Dave Young 7th Sec G 30th Open, we all had breakfast together on the 

Saturday morning and look at the result!!! I am sure this report will document the problems 

with the weather and the long hold over and I think all competing fanciers were very worried 

about the condition of the birds after a 5 days in the crates at liberation on Tuesday, However 

we'd like to personally thank Trevor Cracknell and Brian Palmer as the birds we timed in on the 

day were in fantastic condition, they hadn't lost body and their feathers were perfect. A real 

credit to the convoying teams care and attention. We timed our beautiful Blue White Flighted 

darkness cock at 13.17 to record our second consecutive Section G win following our 1st, 2nd & 

4th Section result from the recent Saintes National. We have named our winner Shapway G-

Whizz!!! This cock is bred from a new pair in our stock loft. The sire being a direct son of Mark 

Bulled’s Champion Legacy 1st Open NFC Tarbes Grand National. The dam was bred by Mark 

Gilbert from his Southfield Dream 2nd Open NFC Tarbes Grand National on the day. So as you 

can see he is bred to excel in the NFC races and our thanks go to the two Mark's for letting us 

obtain birds from their very best gene pools. We timed 6 more birds within the hour and these 

should all feature well up in the open result. Our young birds are fed a recipe of matador mixes. 

They are darkened but allowed to race naturally. We encourage them to pair. The section 

winner was sent sitting eggs to this race. Our young birds have had 5 or 6 races with the 

WOESRC and would have had a couple more but for YBS. The combine has given them valuable 

experience of racing in large numbers with up to 5000 birds competing. The loft has been in fine 

form winning 5 out of the 6 races sent and 2 x 1st Combine in the last 3 weeks. This was their 

first channel crossing of the year and all birds home will now be rested for next season.  

 



 

Darling and Ede 

Next up, claiming 5th open and 3rd Section B we have the loft of Darling and Ede. Firstly Darren, 
Tony & Ellouise would like to congratulate Mike Whitcombe on winning the National saying it's 
nice to see a local fancier competing with the best in the country and it shows that hard work 
can bring success to the area and this will give heart to local fanciers. Their hen arrived in great 
condition and handled brilliantly so thank you to the convoyers.  

Her breeding is top class. The mother is a welsh hen a direct daughter of Morris & Robbie Pugh's 
good racing cock Licence To Thrill who won 1st combine 2nd National Lillers then 2 weeks later 
he won 1st combine 1st National Brussels, all as only a yearling! He was then put to stock where 
his children are proving a gold mine. The father is a direct son of Champion Eli who won 1st UNC 
Lillers 10,000+ birds so she certainly has the blood for it!  

This result is all the more impressive when you considerate this is the partnership’s first season 
back in the sport and their first season ever  as a partnership so they would like to say thank you 
to everyone who has helped them on the comeback trail, Robbie Jones and especially club 
members Lenny Painter, Clive Ret & Phil Priddle for teaching them about the ETS & a big thank 
you to Robbie Pugh & his father Dave for breeding them some good birds & for always being on 
the phone for advice when they  needed it. 

Claiming 6th open and 2nd section G we have the long established distance lifts of R and R wilton.  I 

had the pleasure of having a brief chat to the elder member of the partnership to gain some 

information and he proved to be a very interesting man to talk to. The bird taking the bridesmaid’s 

role is a -medium size Blue Cock who was bred by fellow club member Dave Vowles of Walton. The 

blood lines are of the famous R&M Venner of Street, a partnership who were synonymous with long 

distance success for many years and who have left a legacy for many to be successful with. Dave 

built up the family over many years and many birds were purchased from 1991, including sons and 

daughters of all his champions gifted to Dave when Reg finally left the sport. The Wiltons believe 



that Dave now houses  probably the best Venners in the Country. The sire of their young bird was 

bred by William Stribling of Weston Super Mare from his Venners supplied by Dave. In turn his sire 

was bred from Bills Boy x Silvia - both winners from Barcelona. The young cock’s dam bred by Dave 

contains all the best Venner bloodlines including 'Little Darling' 1st NFC Pau bred and raced by Miles 

& Dix of Peasedown . 

The loft was unable to race or train for 6 weeks and missed 3 races because of YBS. A return to good 
health in the loft was noticed 2 weeks before Falaise. The section runner up  was the first pigeon to 
the loft from  Littlehampton(98miles) the week before Falaise and was sent to Falaise sitting 7 days. 
The partnership feel that the convoyer must be congratulated on the superb condition of the birds  
after 5 days in the basket. 

Close on their heels with a clutch of good birds and claiming 7th open and 3rd Section G we have the 
partnership of Howse and Parsons. Chris and Dave  timed a cheq hen to win 8th open  and start the 
cavalry charge that looks like bagging them  provisionally 3rd, 5th, 6th and 9th section and 7th, 15th 
29th 48th Open on a less than straightforward day. 
They fly in a partnership with all the birds being housed in Chris’ garden, with David doing the 
vaccinating and general health care of the birds. 
The hen that was first timed is bred from their own family crossed with a Soontjen cock. The dam is 
a full sister to their NFC Certificate of Merit winner. A cock the same way bred won the West of 
England Combine last year, so a well tried and reliable line of pigeons. The partnership feel that they  
had a good race after such a long time in the basket with 12 on the day and 2 more next morning out 
of 19 entered. 
 At these lofts all young birds are raced on the darkness system and they have been raced weekly 
with the West of England, and in addition had Guernsey with the classic two weeks before the 
national race. 
Chris would like to give special thanks to his wife Jane who looks after the young birds, doing al of 
the exercising and feeding. She also clocked them from this race as he was working. He wants to give 
her the credit  for the young bird results and to let her know how grateful he is to her as none of this 
would be possible without her help. Jane he assures me that a large box of chocolates and some 
really impressive flowers are on their way to you. 

 

The shy and retiring Roger Lowe 



Topping the mighty section E and claiming 8th open we have Roger Lowe from Caversham. Roger is 
definitely no stranger at the top of the results sheet on any national result at any distance and in any 
conditions. This is what Roger had to say: 

“Out of the 23 youngbirds I entered, there were 10 cocks and 13 hens. Ten returned on the day and I 
had two more the very next morning. My section winning bird was a cock bred from my direct Daniel 
Aeren stock, which is their first season of breeding for me here so I am hopeful there will be many 
more to come from these super pigeons.  

Thirty seven minutes late my second bird arrived, which was a hen bred by Kris Wijnants. She also 
scored for me the previous week from Fougeres with the BBC, winning 3rd sect 12th open when 141 
sent 1008b. Interestingly in the last 12 days she had been in the basket for 8 of them and she came 
through in wonderful condition, which is a real credit to the convoyers on a job well done in difficult 
circumstances. Well done to all the winners.  

 

The section winner for Mr and Mrs Hodge. 

Topping Section D and coming in at 9th open we have the Cullumpton lofts of Mr and Mrs Hodge. 
Andrew and Denise won section D, with a blue Van Loon cock. The sire won 2nd section D, 2nd 
open NFC, St. Nazaire in 2006, while the dam was 3rd section D beaten by two loft mates y/b 
national in 2007 so he wasn’t going to be afraid of mixing it with the big boys at national level. 
All of their young bird team are raced with the Devon Cornwall and West Somerset club and had 
a tough Isle of Wight race the previous week which set them up nicely for the national. They 
would like to thank the officials of the club for their excellent work, having just lost one y/b in 
the last 2 years racing in this progressive club. And they feel that the birds benefit from the 
targeted racing of the south Coast. The partnership’s young birds are reared on breed and wean 
and Gerry plus is added when training commences. They have three 3 X 30 mile tosses a week, 
taken in turns with two friends. By 10am on the second morning, they had 8 out of 12 back. The 
young cock was raced paired up to an old hen who had also won 1st section D in the Young bird 
national national ten years ago. 



Rounding up the top 10 and winning the long flying section K we have Mr E Higginbottom. For 
many fanciers this is the performance of the race, a truly remarkable bit of flying given the wind 
and the weather. A performance such as this needs to be celebrated but unfortunately I have 
been unable to get in contact with the owner and despite recruiting the help of 4 NFC members 
from around the Chesterfield area we could not track him down. Hopefully he will read this and 
get in contact so that the fancier and the bird can get the recognition for the performance. 

 

 

Joe Langbridge, 1st Section A. 

 

Around the sections 

Section A 

Claiming top spot in this coastal section we have the loft of Mr and Mrs Langbridge. The section 

topper is a Chequer hen and is bred from a pair of late breds purchased from A E Shepherd from 

Woodmancot in West Sussex from his well established Ko Nipius family so the channel will have held 

no fears for her. Joe has now called her Hatrick Girl due to the 3 weeks of racing the loft has just 

experienced: 

1st week  8th Open Central Southern Classic, Guernsey. 2nd week 3rd Section,9th Open British 

Barcelona Club Fougeres. Then of course week 3, 1st section A,  23rd open NFC. 

The partnership have been in the pigeon game now over 60 years and I think I  can safely say that 
they will never repeat this truly memorable and enjoyable bit of flying – but Joe assures me that he 
will keep on trying. 



Their second bird claimed 5th section and is a Vandenbeele bred for them by clubmate and Joe’s 
hairdresser Richard Horton from the same pair that bred their 1st birds last year from both the NFC 
& BBC young bird races.  Needless to say Joe has placed an order for a few more of these. 

 

Runner up is A Blake of Havant but I have been unable to contact them to get any information. 

 

Section C 

Topping this section we have Mr and Mrs Hodges from Templecombe. The bird timed was bred by 
Mark Dorrington of Liton from his old Thomas Peeters lines. These lines contain a fair bit of the 
old Kuyper blood from their vintage years in the 70s and 80s and have stood the test of time. 
The young hen has had every race with the West of England South Road Combine. Where she 
has been very consistent, being in the first 6 home most weeks. Raced on the door system for 
most of the season but paired for this race she was just looking at a young cock. 

 

Mr and Mrs Hodges, 1
st

 Section C 

 

Runner up is the partnership of Upshall and Peters. The story of how the partnership got in to 

pigeons is quite a tale and I will let them tell it. “In 2011 my girlfriend, Mairead Peters and I were 
due to holiday in Tenerife with her parents and attended the Derby Arona one loft race. In 
December 2010 there was an online opportunity to purchase unactivated pigeons and we 
decided, for a bit of fun, to buy a couple and maybe have something to support in the final in 
March 2011. 

We purchased a bird called Achilles 2 and used Lemonpower Colur Lochta as our team name. To 
our surprise the pigeon kept coming through the hotspot races and was actually 2nd in the semi 
final. This meant that we would have a pigeon to support while being on holiday. Once we were 
in Tenerife we found out that we were also in the final of the knockout cup. On finals day 



Achilles 2 placed 9th winning us a gold ring and more prize money, also, it had beaten the bird it 
was up against in the final of the knockout cup. In all, she won €8,500. 

When we got home we decided that we would use some of the money to setup a loft at home 
and start racing pigeons. We also decided to bring Achilles 2 back to our home and we started in 
partnership with Maireads parents. By the time we were setup we managed to breed a few late 
breds in 2012 which we did not race. We did breed from Achilles 2 and raced youngsters in our 
other partnership with Jim Peters at Downclose Lofts and scored firsts in a few races as 
youngsters and yearlings. 

During 2013 we became aware of a half brother of Achilles 2 being on the Europigeon website 
thanks to our friend Jose Mendosa from Tenerife, and decided to buy it. In 2013 we had a 
disaster with breeding youngsters and did not end up with any.This year, having paired Achilles 
2 with her half brother as well as pairing our other stock, we did manage to breed a good team 
of youngsters.The pigeon that finished 2nd section was produced from the pairing of Achilles 2 
and Her half brother. 

During this short time in pigeon racing we have been given great help and support from Jim 
Peters, who we are in partnership with and also from Tony Swain and Charlie Riley. The latter 2 
particularly in helping to learn the widowhood system. We would also like to thank all members 
of the Crossways Fed and Weydor specialist club for their encouragement in this great sport.” 

 

2nd Section for Upshall and Peters 

 

 

 

 

 



Section D 

Taking the bridesmaid position in the race is Daniel Hocking who was up with the lead birds in the 

corresponding race last year.in what was his maiden season This year he had a reasonable second 
season racing with some good results in the first couple of national races scoring in the section 
results and he is slowly building a team to compete consistently at national level. He very happy 
with how his young hen performed from Falaise after 5 days in the basket and was delighted to 
watch her dropping in to take 12th  open and 2nd section. She is home bred from a WLG cock 
with the lines of Shadow, Hannibal and Trixi. The dam is on loan from Sheldon Horn; she's a 
winner herself taking 1st open WECA St Malo and had also bred a 4th section, 16th open NFC 
Saintes for Sheldon. She's bred from a Van Loon cock from Dave Lewis and the hen is a full sister 
to 1st open NFC Vire. Daniel would like to say thanks to Sheldon for loaning him this cracking 
hen and congratulations on 1st section G, 3rd open NFC Falaise in the old bird race. 

 

Daniel Hocking 

 

Section E 

Runner up in section E goes to the loft of Mr and Mrs Hine. The family have kept the loft going 
after the death of Kenny a few years ago. He was a National Flying Club stalwart and it seems 
fitting that the loft should be up with the lead birds in the young bird national on such a trying 
race. I spoke briefly to one of Kenny’s sons but our conversation was curtailed as he was trying 
to finish cutting the lawn before it rained. Hopefully he will get the opportunity to call back and I 
can take some details. 

 

Section F  

Having to settle for runner up spot we have the loft of J and P Parker from Reading. These guys 
have a cracking team Jos Thone pigeons and in the time I have been doing this job they have 
been flying a cracking hen in the nationals. They work the birds hard and Pete, the dad 
practically lives with the birds and does the day to day jobs that make for a successful loft. They 



have recently invested cleverly and purchased a couple of big British winners that they will 
incorporate in to their own existing birds and the plan is to test the off spring well with the 
benchmark being consistently performing birds at national level who will compete as a team. 
James has done a lot of travelling and research in recent years and has come to the conclusion 
that it all comes down to the quality of the birds; there are no secrets and not one ideal brand of 
corn or design of lofts. 

 

Section H 

Top of the heap from the young bird national claiming 1st Section is the loft of John Black from 
Hitchin. The bird that won the section H for John at Falaise was a blue chequer cock. His  sire was 
bred by Sheldon Leonard of Arklow in southern Ireland from his old Janssen Bros lines of De 
Klamper, 019, Racket 76 and Merchx. When John got this bird Sheldon said it will breed something 
special. Well he wasn’t wrong as the cock has bred John two section winners in the last two years. 
The dam was bred by club mate Dave Albone of Letchworth and is the last daughter of his Tours 
National winner. 

 

John Black, 1st Section H 

 

Runner up spot goes to the Lincolnshire lofts of Richard Holmes. This is a very good bird on the day 
and in the wind, but I have not received the details from Richard in time for the report. 

Section I 



Topping Section I is the loft of Lourens Londt. He has set out to develop a family of pigeons that will 
compete at all distances, a family of all rounders. To achieve this he has put several families in to the 
mix including Janssens, Van Reets and Jim Biss, and all these were tested in the basket with the 
survivors going on to found the family. The results are starting to come now for the new family with 
a few section and open results and last year they won a free entry in to the South African One Loft 
Race The winning hen had been to Carentan 2 weeks previously and was 5th Heart of England 
Federation on  hard 900 ypm day that saw Lourens take 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th Federation; the section 
winner was 4th in the clock. She was doubled back in to Falaise as she looked and handled very well 
so had to go as she was too good to leave in the loft. The young bird team are darkened but are kept 
separate and raced celibate as are the old bird team.  All the team are fed on Versela Laga corn with 
several mixes being used in differing quantities as the distance increases and they always have some 
corn in front of them. The birds also have the levels of maize, sunflower hearts and safflower 
increased as the week progresses.  

 

Taking 2nd Section I we have the Cheadle lofts of M Brindley. The bird came came for Mick is a Kees 
Bosua, with the parents having been sourced directly from Kees by Mick. He has shaped these in to a 
good family of birds and has found them to be good, honest birds that always try hard to get home 
near the front. Mick also gifted a pair of the Bosua birds to two mates to see how they perform for 
others and they are breeding winners so the signs are promising. Mick would like to pass on his 
thanks to the race team for looking after his birds and was delighted with the condition of them 
after 5 days in the basket. 

 

Williams and Hassall, 1st  Section J 

Section J 

Topping this big section we have the partnership of Williams and Hassall. This partnership is 

made up of a youthful couple of fanciers with Miss Jean Williams and Mr Bill Hassall, with one 

being 75 years old and the other being 80. These folks have been competing in the NFC for 20 

years. The honour of clocking the Section winner fell to Jean who timed the winner on a T3 after 

coming back from shopping. They have now won J section three times, first time Nantes 1993 

4th open 12000 birds, 2nd time St Nazaire 85th open 8695 birds. The latest section winner’s sire 



came from West Bromwich, the good all round flyer Andy Trumpeter and on the dam’s side is 

the partnership’s old Busschaert family. A very well done folks. 

 

Runner up in Section J we have a fancier at the other end of the age range, 13 year old Louis 

Yemm. Louis won the section in the corresponding old hens’ race last year and this year came 

close to doing the double. He only races young birds and a handful of old hens in the old bird 

national. This is due to a combination of factors including space, as he has to keep the birds at 

his nans because he hasn’t the room at home and because he needs to devote time to his 

studies so time for the birds is limited. He breeds a few young birds from the best birds each 

season and has the numbers supplemented by birds bred for him each of the past few seasons 

by Neil Boulton, and these birds have done Louis proud and he would like to thank Neil for his 

unstinting generosity. This year he has also had some young birds bred for him by another local 

fancier, Steve Winsor and again Louis and his dad are extremely grateful for the kind offer. 

The young hen in question was on the darkness and raced back to the perch. She is a 

Vandenabeele x Marcel and like all Louis’s young bird team was trained 15 times from only 5 

miles and then raced every week in the Wrekin Federation. This young man clearly has a way 

with pigeons and to prove it he has just won the federation breeder buyer for the third year in 

succession. He is definitely one to look out for in the future. 

 

Louis Yemm, one for the future. 

Section K 

Runner up in Section K is the top national racing loft of Chris Gordon. I have tried and failed to 

contact Chris for information on the pigeon. 



Section L 

Taking top honours and putting up a magnificent performance on the heels of his Saintes 

performance we have the top racing loft of Gerry Clements. Gerry is certainly no stranger to success 

at every level but even by his high standards he is having the season of his life. The section winner is 

again from the line of the "Krommen of 96", a very strong and successful line for Gerry. Her brother 

and his nestmate were the loft’s first and second birds the week before with the Midlands National. 

She is a small to medium hen as many of the Krommen birds are, and she was flying to the perch and 

not showing much interest in any of the young cocks. She actually arrived with another youngster 

from the National which turned out to belong to the secretary of the Windsor club down in sect E - 

just shows you where they end up! A brother to this young hen won 1st sect L in 2011 from Carentan 

and the brother to her sire bred this year’s sect L winner from Saintes, and another brother "The 

Good Yearling" won 3rd sect 7th open N.W.C.C. Portland, 5th sect 11th open N.W.C.C. Portland, 

30th open Midlands National Picauville, 82nd open N.F.C. St.Malo, 200th open N.F.C. St Malo, 2nd 

open Eccles 2 Bird Fougeres, 2nd open Eccles 2Bird St. Malo. Her cousin is "Super 91" winner of 31st 

open N.F.C. Fougeres 8932b, 2nd sect 174th open N.F.C. Messac, 16th sect 378th open N.F.C. 

Fougeres, 16th sect 359th open N.F.C. Cholet, 5th sect 183rd open N.F.C.Carentan, 22nd sect 43rd 

open N.F.C. Cholet, 36th sect 360th open N.F.C. Cholet, 199th open N.F.C. Carentan 9400b, 54th sect 

340th open N.F.C. Messac, 1st open Eccles 2Bird Messac, 1st open Eccles 2Bird Fougeres, 3rd open 

Eccles 2Bird Fourgeres,3rd open Eccles 2Bird Cholet, 4th open Eccles 2Bird Carentan, 5th open Eccles 

2Bird Cholet, 7th open Eccles 2Bird Cholet, 9th open Eccles 2Bird Messac. Her paternal G.sire won 

1st open National Limoges, and her maternal G.sire won 3rd National ace pigeon grote half fond (up 

to 520mls). His main wins are 5x1st, 3rd prov Chateauroux 4514b, 4th prov Orleans 2081b, 6th prov 

Chateauroux 4639b, 7th prov Argenton 5066b, 15th prov Chateauroux 4854b, 6th prov Argenton 

2020b. Well done Gerry. 

 

Gerry Clements holding the winner of Section L 



 

Runner up in Section L is the loft of Tom Gill who flies in to Heywood in Lancashire. Despite 

being provided with two mobile numbers and leaving voice mails I have not been able to get any 

information about this wonderful performance. 

 

Well folks that is almost it. All racing is now completed and we will all have our own stories to 

tell. The report for the old bird Falaise national will follow next week. As always I am on 01926 

817796 or if you are shy it’s weebu@hotmail.com. 

Drew Callan  

NFC Press Officer  


